Wall box advices

Ø80 maxi

Our product fit on 67/68mm diameter wall box by screwing.
Distance of 60mm between two screws.
More precisely Elo range is adapted to single gang round wall box having a dimension
of 80mm max.

You can:
-

either directly order us the box for hollow walls OBO BETTERMANN that
are perfectly suited to our equipment.
Ø68mm 45mm deep

-

either use wall box in the list below. We advice suplliers as Alombard, Sarel and Capri because their
boxes leave more possibilities for position installation choice.
Dry wall

Multi material

Masonry

Murabox 2
ref.12802/12852

Sarel
Murabox E
ref.13802/13852

Multifix Plus
ref. ALB71320/ALB71322
Modulo
ref. ALB71361

Alfix
ref. ALB71340/ALB71341
Alombard

Multifix Air
ref. ITM35001/ITM35002

Capriclips
ref. 736819/736859

Capribox
ref. 710899/710999

Capri
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Hager

ref. WE741

Simon

serie 27
ref. 32713 -35

Debflex

ref. 718357

ref. WE840

Batibox*
ref. 80041/80051

89 mm

Batibox*
ref. 80101/80121
Legrand

Batibox Energy*
ref. 80021/80031

Batibox
ref. 80108

87 mm

89 mm

* You can use these references but you need to cut excess material sticking of our mechanism.
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Installation advice
Our products require before mounting a support with a good flatness.
Dry Wall :
To ensure this flatness, the mechanism must rest against the flange of flush wall box in the case of drywall
painted or wallpapered.
In the case of a decorative coating structured (high relief), first lightly sand the contact surface and the overlap
surface in order to ensure the optimum clip.
Masonry :
During installation of flush wall box, consider the plaster layer thickness which stay to apply. The wall box mustn't
to exceed from the wall coated. It must be flush with the coating.
In the case of a decorative coating structured (high relief), first lightly sand the contact surface and the overlap
surface in order to ensure the optimum clip.

Wall Box
Minimum distance between two gang

Entraxe 100mm

10mm

Ø 90mm
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